
 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

WACO DIVISION 

 
RFCYBER CORP., 
 

Plaintiff, 
 

v. 
 
APPLE, INC., 
 

Defendant. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
 

 
Case No. 6:21-cv-00916-ADA 
 
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
 

 
OPPOSED MOTION FOR ENTRY OF DISPUTED PROTECTIVE ORDER 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiff RFCyber Corp. (“RFCyber” or “Plaintiff”) respectfully requests that Court enter 

its Proposed Protective Order, attached hereto as Exhibit A. RFCyber’s proposed order closely 

follows the Court’s default protective order, with only three minor modifications which are 

highlighted in Exhibit A. Apple has refused to agree to entry of virtually any provision of the 

default protective order. Instead, Apple’s proposal is based on a model protective order from the 

Northern District of California, with an extensive wish list of additional restrictions that would 

make discovery practically impossible. While Apple ultimately revised its proposal to loosely 

follow the format of the default protective order, the substance of its proposal remains unchanged. 

See Ex. B (highlights showing departures from the Court’s default protective order). Apple’s 

proposal more than doubles the length of the default protective order, adding at least ten entirely 

new sections, and at least eleven new subsections regarding source code alone. Apple fails to show 

any legitimate interests served by these radical departures from the default order. Instead, Apple’s 

new provisions all serve to (1) substantively impede discovery; (2) impose an unreasonable burden 

on the Receiving Party; or (3) needlessly complicate the Protective Order, creating the possibility 

for abuse. Apple’s attempt to interfere with discovery should be rejected, and the Court should 

enter RFCyber’s proposal following its default protective order, attached as Exhibit A.  

II. BACKGROUND  

The parties exchanged proposed protective orders in mid-February, 2022. RFCyber 

proposed the Court’s default order, while Apple’s proposal followed an N.D. Cal. model, 

supplemented with a labyrinthine wish-list of restrictions. Apple maintained that proposal during 

and after the parties’ meet and confer teleconference with lead counsel regarding the Protective 

Order on March 21, 2022. In view of those discussions, RFCyber agreed to a notice provision for 

code reviews, added a provision requiring monitors, keyboards, and mice to be provided to code 
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reviewers, and adopted a provision governing the procedure for adding review software in an 

attempt to compromise with Apple. See Ex. A (highlights denoting added provisions). Apple 

responded on April 8, 2022 by adopting Apple’s proposal from an unrelated action involving an 

unrelated plaintiff, Jawbone Innovations, LLC v. Apple Inc., 6:21-cv-00984, and improperly 

suggesting that Plaintiff’s counsel was obligated to negotiate both protective orders jointly. 

Apple’s April 8 proposal, while loosely reformatted based on the Court’s default order, 

included the same onerous restrictions as its earlier proposals, and did not include the edits from 

RFCyber’s proposal. Realizing the parties were at an impasse, RFCyber suggested the parties file 

a joint motion, with each party providing a statement of its position, and provided Apple with 

RFCyber’s position on April 22, 2022. Apple initially agreed to provide its portion of the motion 

by Thursday, April 28, but then reneged, stating that “Apple requires additional time to prepare its 

portion of the joint motion” and “will provide an update on anticipated timing next week.” The 

parties again met and conferred on May 2, 2022, at which time Apple was still unable to provide 

a date certain for its position. Having exhausted all other options, and with Apple having confirmed 

its opposition, RFCyber was left with no choice but to file this Motion opposed. 

III. ARGUMENT 

The Court’s default protective order already strikes the proper balance between allowing 

for efficient discovery and addressing the parties’ legitimate security concerns. RFCyber’s 

proposal follows the Court’s default order except for minor changes which were primarily adopted 

in the interest of compromise. Apple’s proposal is replete with restrictions that would make 

discovery unduly burdensome, if not impossible.  Apple has failed to show any legitimate need for 

such restrictions.  

Apple’s departures from the Court’s default order fall into at least one of three categories, 

all of which should be rejected: (1) provisions that substantively impede discovery; (2) provisions 
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that impose an unreasonable burden on the Receiving Party; and (3) provisions that needlessly 

complicate the Protective Order, adding likelihood of abuse and unnecessary disputes.  For 

example, the following provisions fall into at least one of the first two categories: 

Source Code Provisions: 

 Apple’s proposal at Section 10(f) would make source code discovery practically impossible 

by prohibiting copying of any “Source Code Material” into notes during review. Section 

10(m) similarly prohibits use of any “Source Code Material” in discovery correspondence 

between the parties. In effect, Apple’s proposal would prevent the parties from using even 

the name of any class, variable, function, namespace, or other structure inside the code. 

But it is impossible to take effective notes on code or to write effective discovery 

correspondence regarding code without referring to some portion of that code (e.g., if 

produced code calls a function whose code has not been produced, the Receiving Party 

would need to refer to the name of the function to request its code). Apple’s provisions 

would allow the Protective Order to be used as a sword and shield to prevent Receiving 

Parties from specifically describing deficiencies in source code productions while 

simultaneously allowing the Producing Party to pretend confusion as to the code being 

requested. These provisions would burden the parties and impede discovery, rather than 

serving any legitimate security concern.  

 Apple’s proposal at Section 10(b) only agrees not to disable USB ports of the review 

computer, rather than providing for monitors, an external keyboard, and an external mouse 

as RFCyber proposes. It is impractical for code reviewers to travel with full-size computer 

monitors, and far less burdensome for the parties to provide them on-site.  
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 Apple’s proposal at Sections 10(e)-(f) prohibit a note-taking computer. Requiring 

handwritten notes impedes discovery and adds costs by slowing code review. There is no 

provision requiring handwritten notes in the Court’s default order, which already addresses 

the parties’ security concerns, and Apple fails to justify any such additional restrictions. 

 Apple’s proposal in Section 10(d) requires that the “Producing Party approves” any code 

review tools, effectively giving the Producing Party unilateral authority to reject any tool, 

regardless of the reason. While RFCyber anticipates using standard tools such as 

NotePad++, SciTools Understand, Beyond Compare and the like, and informed Apple that 

it was open to a prohibition against compilers, Apple’s absolute requirement that it be 

allowed to reject any tool for any reason is unworkable. Apple’s suggestion that RFCyber 

attempt to list all permitted tools now is equally unworkable, as it is impossible to 

enumerate every tool that a reviewer may request in advance of a review, 

 Apple’s proposal requires approval from the Producing Party to use source code in expert 

reports, briefs, and filings with the Court.  For example, Apple’s proposal for Section 10(l) 

requires a meet and confer to secure approval from the Producing Party prior to including 

source code material in “a filing with the Court,” and seeks to limit the maximum amount 

of material used in filings and expert reports. Apple’s proposal at Section 10(n) similarly 

requires consent, even for drafts of briefs, expert reports, and other documents which must 

be served electronically. Section 10(v) goes on to prohibit creation of images of source 

code for any reason (including filings and the like). Setting aside the unnecessary burden 

and redundant overlapping provisions of this policy, a Producing Party should not be 

allowed to dictate the amount of source code on which a party relies on to prove their case, 
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